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  CHAPTER 3
 
 
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT SPECIFICATIONS (SRS) 
 
3.1 PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
3.1.1 Product Perspective 
This application is proposed with the intention to educate pre-school Muslim 
kids, specifically, and non-Muslim kids, generally, on the basic of both spiritual and 
secular education.  
 
3.1.2 Product Functions 
There are three types of users involved in KEAIPS: 
i. Admin 
ii. User 
 
3.1.3 User Characteristics 
i. Admin 
- Admins are users who have the priority to add in contents (specifically, 
quiz questions) into the system. 
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ii. User 
- The users should have basic knowledge of handling the simple 
computerize task. 
  
3.2 CONSTRAINTS 
Listed below are constraints that may be faced by the user once the system runs 
on the internet: 
i. Internet connection 
- The system might not be able to work if there is problems with the 
internet connection or if the internet is disabled. This is because, the 
system is solely depends on the internet connection to be viewed as it is a 
web-based application. 
 
ii. User registration 
- Only registered users are allowed to use the system since it is built with 
the intention of specific user groups. 
  
3.3 INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 
3.3.1 User Interface 
User interface is very important for applications that interact with the users. It 
determines the usability and reliability of the application. A user-friendly concept must 
be implemented so that users’ best satisfaction can be achieved. 
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Table 3: User interface 
Interface Functions 
Halaman Utama Displaying all general information 
Mari Belajar Displaying learning materials used by user 
Latihan Displaying exercise materials used by user 
Kuiz Displaying quiz materials used by user 
Pencapaian Generating report 
Tentang Kami Displaying expert user’s profile 
Sitemap Displaying system’s overall architecture 
 
3.3.2 Hardware Interface 
Physical tools that may involve in development 
Table 4: Hardware interface 
Hardware Interface Functions 
Server Used for receiving and transferring data to and fro client’s web 
server 
PC Used for viewing the system and updating contents 
Photo scanner Used for scanning materials that is needed by the system 
Printer Used for printing required documents 
 
3.3.3 Software Interface 
Software that will be involve in development process. 
Table 5: Software interface 
Software Functions 
Windows 7 Main operating system used for development process 
Adobe Dreamweaver 
CS6 
Main tool used for designing interface and coding 
Adobe Illustrator CS6 Used for designing images and elements that may be place in 
the system 
Adobe Photoshop CS6 Used for designing and editing images that are going to be 
place in the system 
XAMPP Used for localhost 
MySQL Used for storing data 
Google Chrome Used for previewing developed interface and gathering 
information 
 
  
